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Abstract. GML serves as premier modeling language used to represent data of
geographic information related to geography locations. However, a problem of
GML is its ability to integrate with a variety of geographical and GPS applications. Since, GML saves data in coordinates and in topology for the purpose to
integrate data with variety of applications on semantic web, data be mapped to
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Resource Description Framework
Schema (RDFS). An approach of mapping GML metadata to RDFS is presented in this paper. This study focuses on the methodology to convert GML data in
semantics to represent in extended and enriched form such as RDFS as representation in RDF is not sufficient over semantic web. Firstly, we have GML
script from case study and parse it using GML parser and get XML file. XML
file parse using Java and get text file to extract GML features and then get a
graph form of these features. After that we designed methodology of prototype
tool to map GML features to RDFS. Tool performed features by features mapping and extracted results are represented in the tabular form of mapping GML
metadata to RDFS.
Keywords: Geography Markup Language, resource description framework, resource description framework schema, mapping, ontologies.
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Introduction

Geospatial data is the extremely significant information regarding coordinate values
of physical entities of our planet which can be represented in the form of numerical
value in geospatial system. Geography markup language (GML) is a standard language for storing and transporting geography information to stimulate common policies, principles, framework guidelines and standards for interoperability and inter
changeability for geospatial data and services. GML works for geography systems
and be responsible for interchanged format for geographic transaction of data on internet. The ontology is the study of classifications of things that occur or may occur in
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some domain. It mainly deals with generating common terminology for different platforms. It may also be constructed on set of Features like things, events and relations
that are specified in so-me way to create a communal terminology for exchanging
information among different platforms. Ontology empower knowledge distribution in
a way to facilitate different mindsets for same thing or vice versa.
Semantic web denotes information in well-define meaning, enable computer systems in a better way, and also empower people to work in corporation. Two vital
technologies are in exercise to develop semantic web that is Extensible Markup Language (XML) and Resource Description Framework (RDF). In XML every user creates their own tag and it permit users to add random structure to their documents
without giving any clue about the structure. Structural meaning is articulated by RDF
approach which encodes it in set of triples then writes it in XML tags .RDF document
make declaration about particular thing and their properties with certain values.
Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is a semantic extension of RDF
which is responsible for providing mechanism to describe the group of related resources, their relationships. RDFS is a basic schema language. RDFS and semantic
web technologies permit data created by different teams for different uses at dissimilar times to be connected. RDFS describes classes of objects and inheritance.
Mapping of geography markup language data is to convert it into resource description framework. Only mapping in RDF do not provide comprehensive logic of resources. As geospatial data is accessed by numerous application systems which requires comprehensive description of these resources. So, it has become important to
map GML data to RDFS that will describe related resources and their relationships.
We have GML script from case study and parse it using GML parser and get XML
file. XML file parse using Java and get text file to extract GML features and then get
a graph form of these features. After that we designed methodology of prototype tool
to map GML features to RDFS. Tool performed features by features mapping and
extracted results are represented in the tabular form of mapping GML metadata to
RDFS.
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Related Work

The related work presented in the era of mapping Geography Markup Language
(GML) data to Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) to highlight its
importance.
(Alam, M., & Napoli, A.2015, October) presented a study to represent interactive
data searching paradigm using pattern structures. It took RDF triples and RDF schema
and provided one navigation space resulting from several RDF resources. There is
pattern mining algorithms with visualization tool to explore data and identified required patterns. These algorithms are advantageous on small datasets. Iterative process of data exploration was performed on Linked Open Data (LOD). Another approach was presented about deriving of linked data commencing GML data and highlighted its importance to represent GML data in RDF by transforming it from Unified
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Modeling Language (UML) to Web Ontology Language(OWL) (Van den Brink, L.,
Janssen, P., Quak, W., &Stoter, J. E.,2013).
Conventional reasoning systems are not appropriate for massive quantity of semantic data due to resource limitations and existing reasoning system are inappropriate for
enormous data. A solution was presented by (Gu, R., Wang, S., Wang, F., Yuan, C.,
& Huang, Y. ,2015, May) named as Cichild that considered as proficient reasoning
engine, for extensively used RDFS and OWL Horst Rule sets. This engine was based
on Spark. It implemented parallel reasoning algorithm with the Spark RDD (Resilient
distributed dataset) Programming model. They suggested an optimized parallel RDFS
reasoning algorithm. Swift understanding, easy searching and selection of schema and
the web document was made possible in a study presented by (Troullinou, G., Kondylakis, H., Daskalaki, E., &Plexousakis, D.,2015, May) is a RDF digest, a novel base
framework which provide automated summaries of the RDF/S Knowledge
Base(KBs). To construct the Graph, algorithm utilizes the semantic, structure of
schema and distribution of matching data or instances. Summarized Graphs created
by proposed system are used to explore the Semantics of Schema, structure of the
RDFS Graph, and distribution of the subsequent data to recognize important elements
of ontology.
Linking data object to the dataset URI is presented by (Hietanen, E., Lehto, L., &
Latvala, P. 2016) using the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID). The dataset is
partitioned to the subsets which is given its persistent and specific URI. This permitted the entire dataset to be explored by using web browser and index each object using web crawlers. Another study represented by (Zhao, T., Zhang, C., & Li, W. ,2017)
proposed an algorithm to convert RDF query to Web Feature Service(WFS) requests
keeping in view that clients can request distributed WFS features as they were RDF
instances. The algorithm avoided the cost of changing features to RDF objects while
holding the advantages of RDF queries.
The possibility of handling billions of RDF triples on one service machine presented by (Corcoglioniti, F., Rospocher, M., Mostarda, M., & Amadori, M. 2015,
April).This made possible by using streaming , sorting techniques , and focus on RDF
processing tasks.These tasks are data filtering and transformation RDFS inference
OWL that is same as statistics extraction . This paper introduce RDFpro (RDF processor) to handle this. RDFpro is an open source tool which provides streaming and
sorting base processor for tasks. Semantic RDF services are become more confronted
with many big data issues. In the presence of inference, query processing is one of
them. To reduce memory footprint and make simple exchange of huge datasets (Cure,
O., Naacke, H., Randriamalala, T., & Amann, B. 2015, October) presents structured
resource identification scheme with help of clever TBox encoding of Features and
property hierarchies for the efficient assessment of main and common RDFS entailment rules , while minimizing query rewriting and triple materialization. This paper
presents how encoding computed through scalable parallel algorithm.
It becomes difficult for traditional systems to handle enormous data. For better utilization a semantically enriched data representation is required with keep it simple.
(Malik, K. R., Ahmad, T., Farhan, M., Aslam, M., Jabbar, S., Khalid, S., & Kim,
M.,2016) provide solution as representation in Resource Description Framework
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Schema (RDF), introduced by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Data that is
taken from different sources is formats into the RDF. Improvement is required to
handle transition of information between all applications. This paper illustrate transformation of relational database textual data into RDF by using a case study.
To extract geospatial features from various sources (Patroumpas, K., Alexakis, M.,
Giannopoulos, G., &Athanasiou, S. 2014) present TripleGeo ETL utility. It transform
geospatial data into triples for subsequent loading into RDF Stores. This tool have
been tested and validate against OpenStreetMap layers with huge amount of geometries. Spatial information in data formats, schemas, platforms, systems, and web services. This Spatial data remains in databases. Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
managed by vendors or by Government agencies. But Open Geo Spatial Consortium
(OGC) and the initiatives for constructing Spatial data Infrastructures (SDI) under the
EN INSPIRE directive drove path leading towards the Geospatial data Interoperability and distribution.
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Proposed Methodology

Transformation by means of mapping of GML metadata into RDFS can make it more
accessible for other domains of knowledge and can make it more advantageous. Following framework is used to map GML data to RDFS.

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture for Mapping of GML Script to RDF Schema

3.1

Acquire GML Script

We input GML metadata in this step and will receive XML file of the given GML
metadata as a result of this phase. This XML file have the three major types of tags,
GML elements is the parent tag have child tag Feature tag, Description tag and Property sets tag.
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3.2

Parse GML (XML)

In this phase parsing is performed on XML file that is generated as the output of the
first phase. Following figure shows the steps to be performed during parsing of XML
file. XML parsing is done in java. Java Programming facilitates to multiple ways to
parse XML documents. But we used here DOM parse way and data received in text
form.

Fig. 2. Proposed Methodology to Parse GML (XML)

3.3

Extracting GML Features

In this phase, we input the textual data that was output of the previous phase to extract
the GML elements. The general elements of GML are Features. Afterwards we apply
parsing to distinguish between the noun Feature and Verb Features from the output of
the first phase of extracting the Feature.
3.4

Extraction of Feature Property

In this phase parsing is performed on text file in order to extract GML elements. Their
noun and verb feature are identified and extracted for further parsing process. Output
of this phase is obtained in the form of graph.
3.5

GML Coordinates Extraction

In GML, the Coordinates are among the vital elements besides Features. These Coordinates denote coordinates of geometry instances. In this phase following three elements are used to specify details of a GML coordinate:
• <gml:coordinates>
• <gml:pos>
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• <gml:posList>
XML DOM parser provides the complete string instead of individual coordinates.
Here, we apply Java string functions to segregate each coordinate value from the resultant string of coordinates.
3.6

Mapping to RDFS

It is the last phase of our proposed methodology, it consists of text graph of RDF and
RDFS. In the previous step we received GML terminology of elements. Elements are
in two categories: one is Known Features and other is Verb/Facts Feature. In the last
phase, noun Features became the node and fact/relation became the edges of the graph
that symbolized the relation between nodes. Then our prototype tool map “Features”
to “Resources” , GML Feature “Property” to the RDFS “Property”, “Property Name”
to “RDFS:Label”, “Description” to “RDFS:Comment” RDFS elements. “Feature
Type” GML element has no mapping in RDFS elements.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We discuss the different features of our tool that included the phases of input, output,
and processing of our tool. After it we make experiment by taking a case study to
evaluate the performance of our tool. Our prototype tool of RDFS Generated automated transformation of GML statements to RDF and RDFS. Now, we discuss the
following Module of our tool in details.
4.1

GML Input to RDF Generator

The Input for our tool is specified in XML file that is generated from GML editor.
These GML statements are collected from several case studies .We input the Script
rules about features, coordinates and properties of GML file to the editors Shown in
Figure 3. Editor perform processing on GML statements and generate the XML file.
Then GML editors again input GML statements and extract vocabulary as GML
Noun, Verbs, Fact Types, Object Types, and Quantification etc.
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Fig. 3. Script of Rules
4.2

GML Output of RDFS Generator

GML editors generate output in Xml format and separate the noun Feature in tags
such as name and terms and verb Feature in tags such as facts where verb show the
relation between two nouns. Tagged XML file generated as the output of this phase is
shown below.

Fig. 4. Generated XML File
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4.3

GML/ XML Processing

This step of our tool consists of input XML file that is generated from XML editor in
previous phase to RDFS generator. Prototype tool parsed it in simple textual format
that is the collection of the GML vocabulary. Then Processing is done and vocabulary
of GML (Terms, fact type) is extracted. In vocabulary, terms are considered as nouns
Features and facts types are considered as verb/ Relation. After extraction phase the
vocabulary is written in text file and then text file is input into the graph generator
which represent GML vocabulary in graph format as shown in the following figures.

Fig. 5. GML Vocabulary Extraction Text File

Fig. 6. GML Vocabulary Extraction Graph
4.4

Output of GML Script to RDFS Script

In this phase we input text file of previous phase that consists of Noun Features and
facts type to generate the RDF script in text graph format. In this graph noun Features
become the node of RDFS script and facts become the relation between the nodes of
RDFS script that is called edges of graph.
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Fig. 7. Output of GML to RDFS Script
4.5

Mapping to RDFS

In the output of previous phase “Legend” is the parent node of the graph, and it has
three child node “Axis”, “Data lines”, “Bag”. “Contains” in this word “has” is referent/label of edge of graph similarly “contains” in this word “is in” is the referent of
graph. We represent this text graph in mapping of GML elements to RDFS elements
where “Feature” element mapped to “Resource” in RDFS, GML element
“Feature Type” not mapped in RDFS, GML” Property” element mapped to “Property” in RDFS, “Property Name” GML element mapped to “RDFS:Label” and “Description” element is mapped to “RDFS:Comment” in the following way.
Table 1. Mapping of GML data to RDFS

GML Elements
Feature
Feature Type
Property
Property Name
Description
4.6

RDF/RDFS Elements
Resource
Property
RDFS: Label
RDFS:Comment

Discussion of Results

There were Eight GML rules used in case study problem. The most important reason
to select this case study was to test the performance of our tool with the complex
GML rules. The correct, incorrect, and missing GML elements/ Rule in Graph using
proposed methodology are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Results of Graph generated from case study

Sr #
1
2
3

Type/Metrics
Features
Coordinates
Properties
Total

Nsample
4
8
14
23

Ncorrect
3
7
13
21

Nmissing
0
0
1
1

According to our evaluation methodology, table shows sample elements are 23 in
which 20 are correct 1 is incorrect and 2 are missing Graph elements.
Table 3. Results of Recall and Precision
Type/Metrics
Nsample
Ncorrect
Nincorrect
Nmissing
Reccall%
Precision%

GML Features
23
21
1
1
91.30
94.45

The results of this primary performance evaluation are extremely promising and supporting both the methodology presented and the capability of this prototype tool in
general. There are some other case study that are used to test our prototype tool to
achieve the performance results are shown below.
Table 4. Evaluation Results of Various Case Studies
Input
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
Average
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Nsample
24
45
33
46
56
40.5

Ncorrect
22
40
31
43
45
36.2

Nincorrect
1
2
2
1
5
2.4

Nmissing
1
3
0
2
6
Average

Recall
91.16
88.88
93.93
93.47
80.35
89.38

Precision
95.65
95.23
93.93
97.72
90.00
93.88

F-value
93.35
91.94
93.93
95.54
84.90
91.57

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

To address the primary objective of this research study we have designed prototype
tool to generate RDFS by overcoming GML rule (Generated from English) and Show
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the relationship between Nouns Feature and Fact type of GML vocabulary in RDFS.
GML Generator is capable to parse XML file that is generated from Transaction editors of GML that input the GML rules received from English text. Extract GML vocabulary by using parsed text file which have nouns Features and fact /verb Features
of GML, in the last step by using this GML vocabulary our tool generate the RDF and
RDFS in text graph form. Then we perform mapping. We apply experiment on different case studies to check the performance of our proposed tool. Hence, the evaluation
method proved that our proposed tool performance is satisfactory and work in accurate manner.
The output of our tool can be used to present RDF and RDFS view of GML rules
for the better understanding and data interchange. As shown in the results section, the
recall (89.38%) and precision (93.88%) results applying on the used case study for
software requirements by using our tool are very satisfactory. Similarly, calculated Fvalue (91.57) is quite encouraging. Generated results also shows that the presented
approach is easy and time saving to generate a semantically formal and controlled
representation using our automated approach and our prototype tool”.
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FUTURE WORK

Keeping an eye towards the future GML and on the possible impact are to be explored. These aspects are discusses below:
• More research can be perform on the approaches based on mapping GML data to
RDF and RDFS .Our tool can be expanded towards the skewed area charts (i.e.
positive and negative) interpretation.
• Our tool can be expanded towards presenting RDF and RDFS in visual form.
• Implementation of GML in visual graph can be a good pictorial view of GML.
Visual graph representation of GML rule by using the object-oriented Programming.
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